REALTYSHARES

Tech-Enabled Platform for Real Estate Investing
What is the mission of RealtyShares?

“Transforming the real estate investment landscape by delivering efficiency, transparency and accessibility through technology”

“Technology has enabled radical changes in how and where people invest in real estate…”

– TechCrunch
Where are we now?

Key Milestones

Number of Deals  
550+

Deal Capital Raised  
$300mm+

Value of Properties  
$1bn+

Accredited Investors  
38,000+

Active Sponsors  
200+

Cumulative Origination Dollar Volume for Completed Deals ($mm)
Who helped us get here?

- RealtyShares has raised $32mm in total venture funding
- In February 2016, RealtyShares closed its $20mm Series B lead by *Union Square Ventures*
- *Menlo Ventures*, who led the Company’s Series A financing, and *General Catalyst*, who provided seed funding, also participated in the Series B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deal Lead</th>
<th>Sample Portfolio Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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What problem are we solving?

RealtyShares seeks to transform the middle market real estate investment landscape by delivering efficiency, transparency and accessibility through technology.

**Current State**
- Traditionally fragmented and illiquid market
- Finite capital networks
- Large due diligence cost
- Potentially steep CRE learning curve
- Availability of bank debt, but no equity
- Protracted financing / fundraising timelines
- Below institutional radar
- Investor relations lacks consistency

**Future State**
- Single source of debt and equity financing
- Submission through technology front-end
- Full underwriting of each sponsor and deal
- Ready access to RealtyShares marketplace
- High certainty and speed of execution
- Full-servicing, internal investor relations
- Use of technology to achieve lower fees and higher net returns for investors and sponsors
What are we doing differently?

Seizing the Middle Market Real Estate Opportunity

- In current low yield environment, real estate is an attractive, higher yielding investment strategy
- Historically wide spreads between yield in major metros vs. non-major metros
- Capture value in the historically illiquid and fragmented middle market through RealtyShares platform

Leveraging RealtyShares’ Tech-Enabled Sourcing, Underwriting and Asset Management

- More efficient capital raising platform than traditional fundraising methods
- Ease and speed of funding has attracted best-in-class local operators to the platform
- Thorough due diligence on sponsors / projects with access to that diligence online
- Vertically-integrated sponsor, payment (servicing), asset and risk management capabilities

Lower Fees, Increased Net Returns and Managed Risk

- Operational savings through RealtyShares’ technology equals lower fees than REITS and other funds
- Fee-light structure reduces the need to reach for risk to obtain the same return in other funds
- Mix of sponsors, geographies, property types and strategies diversifies risk and minimizes volatility
RealtyShares has four main ways in which it works with its Partners (e.g. investment firms, family offices, etc.)

**Sponsor Relationship**

*Ideal for:* Partners who are real estate operators and would function as the GP

*Check size:* < $1mm

---

**Off-Platform Relationship**

*Ideal for:* Partners with internal investment infrastructure

*Check size:* $1mm+

---

**Platform Relationship**

*Ideal for:* Partner who appreciate portfolio construction without deal-by-deal negotiations

*Check size:* $5k+

---

**Fund LP Relationship**

*Ideal for:* Partners who typically make LP allocations to funds

*Check size:* $250k+

---

More Active Investor

More Passive Investor
What do typical transactions look like?

### Selected Multifamily Transaction
- **Location:** Austin, TX
- **Year Built:** 2002
- **Building Size:** 254,184 rentable square feet
- **Apartment Unit Mix:** 156 1 BR and 128 2 BR Units
- **Parking:** 1.85 per unit
- **Purchase Price:** $35.1 million
- **Other Notes:** Fully amenitized with gym, pool, lounge and BBQ areas

### Selected Retail Transaction
- **Location:** Las Vegas, NV
- **Year Built:** 2006
- **Building Size:** 39,212 rentable square feet
- **Commercial Unit Mix:** 18 suites with a 2,178 square foot average
- **Parking:** 5 spaces per 1,000 sf
- **Purchase Price:** $13.7 million
- **Other Notes:** Notable tenants include Chipotle, Panera Bread and Verizon

### Selected Office Transaction
- **Location:** Philadelphia, PA
- **Year Built:** 2000
- **Building Size:** 30,266 rentable square feet
- **Commercial Unit Mix:** 6 suites with a 5,044 square foot average
- **Parking:** 4 spaces per 1,000 sf
- **Purchase Price:** $5.2 million
- **Other Notes:** Top office submarket in Philadelphia

*Source: U.S. Census, REIS, ESRI, Co-Star*
How do you sign up?

1. Sign-up and Accreditate at www.realtyshares.com/signup

2. Enter SEC Cooling-off

3. Complete Preferences
How do you start your diligence?

4. Browse Investments

5. Conduct Diligence
How do you close your first deal?

6. Select Investment

7. Finish Suitability Check

8. eSign and Complete
Any Questions?

Thank you
Javier Benson, VP of Capital Markets
javier@realtyshares.com
Disclaimer

This presentation provides an opportunity to review the RealtyShares Diversified Marketplace Equity Fund I, LLC (the “Fund”) and the RealtyShares Platform (the “Platform”), but is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security or interest in the Fund or Platform, which only can be made through official offering documents that contain important information about risks, fees and expenses. The presentation is distributed for informational purposes only and is not intended to be a recommendation or to serve as investment advice. There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its investment objectives. As with all investment strategies, there is a risk of loss of all or a portion of the amount invested. Past results are not indicative of future performance.

Interests in the Fund or the Platform are “private placements” of securities that are not publicly traded, are subject to holding period requirements, and are intended for investors who do not require liquidity. The Fund and Platform investments are illiquid, long-term investments involving real property; investors should be prepared to hold any Fund or Platform investment for a significant period of time. There is no secondary market for these investments and there is no current liquidity for these investments. These investments are not insured by the FDIC, nor are they guaranteed by RealtyShares. They may lose some or all of their value. Private placement investments are NOT bank deposits (and thus NOT insured by the FDIC or any other federal governmental agency), and are NOT guaranteed by RealtyShares or North Capital Private Securities Corporation (“North Capital”), member FINRA/SIPC. Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any federal or state securities commission or regulatory authority has recommended or approved any investment or the accuracy or completeness of any of the information or materials provided by or through the website. Investors must be able to afford the loss of their entire investment.

Any financial projections or other forward-looking statements are subject to uncertainty and not guaranteed. Any investment information contained herein has been secured from sources believed to be reasonable, but all of the assumptions underlying such information are subject to uncertainty and there can be no assurance as to the accuracy of such information. The project transactions will bear the usual cost reimbursement fee for RealtyShares investments, including not only the Fund but also those raised from its online marketplace Platform; generally these fees are up to 3.5% of raised amounts. Each project also generally has certain sponsor fees charged to invested amounts; these vary among transactions. RealtyShares will also charge Fund investors an annual 0.85% management / advisory services fee and Platform investors an annual management advisory service fee of 1%.

RealtyShares offers Fund and Platform securities through North Capital. North Capital generally invoices the companies sponsoring real estate projects into which the Fund or Platform SPEs invest for North Capital’s execution and other services; RealtyShares is separately paid by North Capital for RealtyShares’ technology, reporting, communications and administrative efforts. Several officers and employees of RealtyShares are registered representatives of North Capital, and thus may realize compensation through North Capital as the result of any Fund or Platform transaction. RealtyShares Advisor, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of RealtyShares, Inc. and an exempt reporting adviser to the Fund and Platform SPEs, which will be pursuing a venture capital strategy. The client of RealtyShares Advisor, LLC is the Fund and Platform SPEs; it does not advise individual investors.
Real estate investments’ value and income fluctuate due to various factors. The value of real estate fluctuates depending on conditions in the general economy and the real estate business. These conditions may also adversely impact revenues and cash flows. The factors that affect the value of real estate investments include, among other things: global, national, regional and local economic conditions; competition from other available space; local conditions such as an oversupply of space or a reduction in demand for real estate in the area; how well the properties are managed; the development and/or redevelopment of the properties; changes in market rental rates; the timing and costs associated with property improvements and rentals; whether the operators are able to pass all or portions of any increases in operating costs through to tenants; changes in real estate taxes and other expenses; whether tenants and users such as customers and shoppers consider a property attractive; changes in space utilization by tenants due to technology, economic conditions and business environment; the financial condition of tenants, including the extent of tenant bankruptcies or defaults; availability of financing on acceptable terms or at all; inflation or deflation; fluctuations in interest rates; ability to obtain adequate insurance; changes in zoning, laws and taxation; government regulation; potential liability under environmental or other laws or regulations; natural disasters or acts of terror; general competitive factors; and climate changes.

The rents or sales proceeds received and the occupancy levels of the assets may decline as a result of adverse changes in any of these factors. If rental revenues, sales proceeds and/or occupancy levels decline, operators generally would expect to have less cash available to pay indebtedness and for distribution to shareholders. In addition, some of the major expenses, including mortgage payments, real estate taxes and maintenance costs, generally do not decline when the related rents decline.

Capital markets and economic conditions can materially affect liquidity, financial condition and results of operations as well as the value of debt and equity securities. The quality of our real estate and equity securities, including the state of the capital markets and the economy, demand for real estate space may decline nationwide, as it did in 2008 and 2009 due to the economic downturn, bankruptcies, downgrading, layoffs and cost cutting. Government action or inaction may adversely affect the state of the capital markets. The cost and availability of credit may be adversely affected by the liquid credit markets and wider credit spreads, which may adversely affect liquidity and the financial condition of firms generally, including results of operators’ operations, and the liquidity and financial condition of tenants. And operator’s inability of its tenants to timely refinance maturing liabilities and access the capital markets to meet liquidity needs may materially affect the operator’s financial condition and results of operations and the value of its debt and equity securities.

Real estate is a competitive business. Our operators compete with a large number of real estate property owners and developers, some of which may be willing to accept lower returns on their investments. Principal factors of competition are rents charged, sales prices, attractiveness of location, the quality of the property and the breadth and the quality of services provided. Success depends upon, among other factors, trends of the global, national, regional and local economies, the financial condition and operating results of current and prospective tenants and customers, availability and cost of capital, construction and renovation costs, taxes, governmental regulations, legislation, population and employment trends.

Operators depend on leasing space to tenants on economically favorable terms and collecting rent from tenants who may not be able to pay. Financial results depend significantly on leasing space to tenants on economically favorable terms. In addition, because a majority of income will come from renting of real property, the assets’ income, funds available to pay indebtedness and funds available for distribution to shareholders will decrease if a significant number of tenants cannot pay their rent or if assets are not able to maintain occupancy levels on favorable terms. If a tenant does not pay its rent, the operator may not be able to enforce rights as landlord without delays and may incur substantial legal costs. During periods of economic adversity, there may be an increase in the number of tenants that cannot pay their rent and an increase in vacancy rates.

Operators may be unable to renew leases or relet space as leases expire. When tenants decide not to renew their leases upon their expiration, the operator may not be able to relet the space. Even if tenants do renew or the operator can relet the space, the terms of renewal or reletting, taking into account among other things, the cost of improvements to the property and leasing commissions, may be less favorable than the terms in the expired leases. In addition, changes in space utilization by tenants may impact the operator’s ability to renew or relet space without the need to incur substantial costs in renovating or redesigning the internal configuration of the relevant property. If the operator is unable to promptly renew the leases or relet the space at similar rates or if the operator incurs substantial costs in renewing or reletting the space, cash flow and ability to service debt obligations and pay dividends and distributions to security holders could be adversely affected.

Bankruptcy or insolvency of tenants may decrease operators’ revenue, net income and available cash. From time to time, some tenants have declared bankruptcy, and other tenants may declare bankruptcy or become insolvent in the future. The bankruptcy or insolvency of a major tenant could cause the asset to suffer lower revenues and operational difficulties, including leasing the remainder of the property. As a result, the bankruptcy or insolvency of a major tenant could result in decreased revenue, net income and funds available to pay indebtedness or make distributions to shareholders.

Confidential